This paper presents a method for real-time scheduling and routing of material in a Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS). It extends the earlier scheduling work of Kimemia and Gershwin. The FMS model includes machines that fail at random times and stay down for random lengths of time. The new element is the capability of different machines to perform some of the same operations. The times that different machines require to perform the same operation may differ. This paper includes a model, its analysis, a realtime algorithm, and examples.
INTRODUCTION P u r p o s e
The purpose of this paper is to develop an algorithm to calculate real-time loading and routing decisions for a Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS). An algorithm for calculating loading decisions for such systems has been described in earlier papers (Kimemia and Gershwin, 1983; Gershwin, Akella, and Choong, 1985; Akella, Gershwin, and Choong, 1985) . An algorithm for routing decisions is described in Maimon and Choong (1985) . Here, routing and loading are calculated together.
A s in the earlier papers, the problem is to decide which part should be dispatched next into a set of machines. These machines are capable of performing work on a set of different part types with no time lost for setting up. Decisions are made in response to disruptions of the operation of the system caused by machine failures, and according to the surplus or backlog for each part type. Whenever a machine changes state (i.e., fails or is repaired), a new schedule and a new routing scheme is calculated via a feedback law.
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A limited form of routing flexibility was allowed in the earlier work. Only identical machines could perform the Same operation. In that case, a part could be routed to the first available COPY. The purpose of this paper is to deal with systems in which machines are not identical, but where different machines may perform some of the same operations. Different machines may therefore have overlapping capability, and different machines performing the same operation may take different lengths of time to do it. The routing problem is therefore to choose among alternate machines for some or all the operations. A model capable of analyzing such issues model is required for the study of certain real systems. Kimemia and Gershwin (1983) proposed a routing algorithm to go along with their scheduling scheme. However, while the scheduling method was effective, the routing method was not. In particular, the routing decisions that would have been calculated by the method suggested there might not be feasible. E x a m p l e s This work was motivated by two actual Flexible Manufacturing Systems, one from the electronics industry and one from the metal cutting industry.
We examined a robotic system for the assembly of printed circuit boards (PCB), particularly the part of the system where oddly-shaped components are inserted to the board (such as large electrolytic capacitors, switches, and connector strips). These components cannot be inserted with existing dedicated automated machines (e.g., SIP, DIP, VCD), because of their variability and special handling and assembly requirements. However, some types of robots (e.g., Adept, IBM 7575), equipped with appropriate fixtures and end effector tools, can meet the job require-A s a result, different operations (insertions of odd component types) can be performed by different robots, but the amount of time required for a given operation depends on the speed of the robot that performs it. Also, each robot has different configurations (e.g., tools) and inherent capabilities (e,g. accuracy and repeatability), which results in different subsets of operations that each robot can handle (with nonempty intersections among those subsets) .
A s a consequence, not only does the input rate of part types into the system have to be determined, but also the decision of where to send each part for each operation (among the possible alternative robots) has to be made.
Such systems are usually justified economically only if the production volume is quite high (e.g., hundreds of thousands of components inserted per year) and the variety is high. Because of their flexibility, they are expected to meet demands that vary in the short term and that require high utilization. The work presented here aims to improve system performance (e.g., to lead to higher throughput and reduced WIP while meeting production demands) .
Another type of manufacturing system is comprised of conventional and advanced machining centers. The latter are capable of performing different operations, with varied capabilities. For example, some machining centers can do drilling and milling operations that otherwise require two different conventional machines. Also there are 3 -and 5-axis machining centers. The latter can do more operations than the former without changing the part fixturing.
AS in an electronic insertion system, the scheduling and routing problem in a system of several machining centers is not only to decide on the input flow rate of each part type, but also where each operation should be done among alternative machines with different capabilities.
Literature Survey
In this paper we present a method that considers, at the same time, two functions --short-term scheduling and routing --based on a global view of the system. Many references consider just one of these functions. For example, Whitt (1986) presents a method which can be used just for the local routing decisions. Although his paper develops generic queueing methodology, we use his results to show an example of local routing considerations.
. By local routing decisions we refer to a situation by which a customer (or a part) has -to join one of several queues. These queues represent, for example, the input buffers to workstations. The alternative queues are those of the alternative workstations that can perform the next operation on a part., which has just finished a particular operation.
Whitt shows that in some cases, the system average delay is not always minimized by customers joining the queue that minimizes their own individual expected delay. This result suggests that decisions should be made only when taking a global view of the system.
Routing is treated in papers by Hahne (1981), Tsitsiklis (1981) , and Seidmann and Schweitzer (1984) . Hahne and Tsitsiklis deal with only two choices and machines whose randomness is due to failure and repair. Seidmann and Schweitzer have many choices, but the randomness is due to variations in processing times. In all cases, the full system is not considered. Instead, only one decision point is considered, and decisions are made on a purely local basis.
By contrast, we consider the whole system and do not treat local conditions in detail. This suggests that a hierarchical decision policy, in which both kinds of decisions --local and global --are made separately, may be appropriate. The local decisions should be made in a way that is consistent with the decisions made on a global basis.
Outline of Paper Section 2 states the problem. Section 3 contains our solution, which is based on dynamic programming. Section 4 describes some numerical examples and simulation results. Conclusions and new research directions are discussed in Seetion 5.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Section 1 describes two situations in which short-term scheduling and routing decisions are required. In this section we represent such manufacturing systems with a mathematical model. The input to the problem is the production requirements and process data in the form of process plans and routing sheets. They specify the operations that each part type has to go through, together with a partial precedence relation among the operations. For each operation, a set of alternative machines, and the time for the operation at each machine, (and machine reliability) are specified. mines when each part should be released into the system and which route it should take when it enters. The release time and the route may be functions of the current repair state of each machine as well as the current production level of each part We seek a feedback law which detertype.
M o d e l
The FMS consists of M work stations, and work station m consists of 411 identically configured machines. A family of N part types is being produced. The production rate of part type n at time t is u,(t) -Let 4 , be the demand rate for type n parts. This is a rate that is specified by higher level decision-makers in the decision hierarchy. We assume here that it is constant over the time interval of interest. The model is unchanged if it is deterministic but time-varying, but the computation is made more difficult. Requirements are often stated in terms of production required over some specified time interval: we convert this to demand rates. Let x,(t) be the surplus (if POSitive) or backlog (if negative) of type n parts at time t. It is the difference between production and demand, and is given by Recall that different work stations may be available for some operations, and that they perform them at different speeds. Routing is the decision of which work station will perform each operation. Let y : m be the rate at which work station m performs operation k on type n parts. (Since only a few operations among all those that are possible are performed on each part type, most of these variables are 0. ) The relationship b e t w e e n u, and y: m i s g i v e n by u, = 2 y h for any k and n,
In this section, we formulate an optimization problem whose solution is the optimal set of variables as a function of time. In Section 3 , we describe a suboptimal solution.
C a p a c i t y m
The rate of flow of material into the system is limited by the rate at which machines can do operations. Each operation takes a finite amount of time, and no machine can be busy more that 100% of the time. A fundamental assumption is that there is no buffering inside the system. This reduces the total work in process, but increases the need for effective routing and scheduling.
Let -rim be the amount of time that a machine in work station m requires to do operation k on a part of type n. The rate at which machines of that station have to do such operations has already been defined as y",. 
where K~ is the name of the first operation performed on parts of type n. Denote by n ( a ) the set of all y flow rates that satisfy ( 4 ) - (6) .
Note that n(a!) is a random set. As machines fail and are repaired the instantaneous capacity changes. The rates that material flows into the system must change as n ( a ) changes, as well as in anticipation of these changes.
Cost Function
We seek a policy that minimizes a cost of the form J(Xor 0101 0 ) =
SOLUTION
in which T is the short term period, such as an eight hour shift and g(.) is a positive convex function. We assume the cost function does not reflect true costs, but instead is chosen to lead to desirable behavior.
Thus, the details of g( -) are not important. In Section 3 we describe an approximation method which uses only certain features of the cost function.
Dvnamic Proqramminq Formulation
The optimization problem can be written : minimize J(x,, a!,, 0) subject to dynamics given by (1) and ( 2 ) and y E !?(a!)
Comparison with Kimemia and Gershwin Kimemia and Gershwin (1983) formulated an optimization problem in terms of u of equation ( 3 ) . This formulation is correct when there are no route choices except among identical machines. However, they assumed that they could ignore ( 6 ) even when route choice existed, and then determine y from u after solving the problem. This assumption is not correct: the above formulation is. Without (6), the choice of routes achieved may not be feasible, and (3) would not necessarily hold.
Following the usual dynamic programming practice, define J(x, a!, t) = This function satisfies the Bellman equation (Bertsekas, 1976) , which takes the following form:
This equation has the following interpretation: we seek a function J(x,alt) such that the values of y(x,a, t) E n(a(t) ) that minimize the right hand side of (9) cause that expression to be zero. This is a nonlinear partial differential equation which we cannot expect to have an analyti solution. (However, in the case of a single part type and a single machine, Akella and Kumar (1986) were able to find a closed form solution,) If (9) has a solution, the optimal control y satisfies the following linear programming problem. Note that the cost coefficients are time-varying .
It is important to recognize that this is a feedback control law since J an Q are functions of x and a. The solution y is therefore a function of x and a!.
Note that J is positive since it is the expected value of the integral of g, a positive quantity. Note also that feedback law (10) minimizes while a is constant. This is because y appears in (9) only in the same term in which it appears in (11). If a remains constant long enough, and there is a y 8 Q ( a ! ) ) such that (11) is negative, then J eventually reaches a minimum. We call the value of x that produces this minimum the hedging point and write it x : .
If possible the production rate should remain at a rate that keeps x at the hedging point. A positive hedging point serves as insurance for futwre disruptions.
After J reaches this minimum, J and x are both constant. Therefore, at the minimum,
If there is no y e n(a) that satisfies (12), then J cannot reach a minimum for finite x. That is, the production lags behind the demand requirements and x(t) decreases. This is because too many machines are currently down to allow production to equal demand.
There are reasons to believe that the solution of linear programming problem (10) provides a satisfactory scheduling and routing algorithm even if an approximate J function is used. This was the simulation experience reported by Gershwin, Akella, apd Choong (1985) and Akella, Gershwin, and Choong (1985) .
In addition, it is likely that the repair and failure processes are not actually exponential, not actually independent of the machine utilizations (as assumed in Section 2 ) , and do not have the exact h parameters that would be used in (9) if an exact solution could be calculated. Also, the g function does not necessarily represent true costs, but rather is chosen to obtain a desired behavior. For these reasons, it would be a mistake to work very hard to get an exact
Therefore, a reasonable strategy is to select a J function that has the correct qualitative properties and that is easy + 3 calculate and work with. Such a function is positive and has a minimum at the hedging point (for every a such that the demand is feasible for that a). Gershwin, Akella, and Choong (1985) use a quadratic function,
Akella, Maimon, and Gershwin (1987) demonstrate a technique for calculating a set of values for A ( @ ) , b(a) and c(a) from a specified g, for a model similar to the one presented here. The production surplus and backlog dynamics are:
EXAMPLES
If J(x, 01, t) is known, then the optimal routing and scheduling policy y satisfies yaR(a) min "J(yl ax,
This is a feedback control law since the constraint set is a function of a and the partial derivatives are functions of x and a. To solve this linear programming problem, several cases must be considered. In each of these regions, the and Choong (1985) . A strategy is found which, when x reaches Region VI, keeps x in Region VI. That is, it maintains (I) .
It does this by determining y ; , which minimizes (21) subject to (16) (27)
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Since this is true €or more than just one instant, its first derivative with respect to t is also 0. That is, control ymn moves the state x, through the dynamics [(18) and (19)]. The state moves to a boundary and then to another region. However, there is one exception. In both Regions IV and V the state moves toward the common boundary, which is given by (AZljL1 + A2,i, + b2) 
